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WESTERN RECORD 

 OLD WEST SHOOTING SOCIETY 
CHABOT COWBOY SHOOTS - WHERE REAL MEN SHOOT REAL GUNS  

SALT PORK STEVE OUTGUNS’M ALL ON A PERFECT DAY! 

NEW CATIGORYS ANNOUNCED - NOW 456 SHOOTING CATIGORYS. 

1911 ALLOWED IN CAS MATCH - MUST SHOOT ONE LOAD ONE!!! 
  

For those who find fault in others work, spelling errors have been left in for their amusement.  

 

SAND DAB FILES PROTEST-SALT 

PORK TOO FAST!!  
 

RIFLE CALIBER RIFLES GIVEN 

OWN CATIGORY AND WILL 

START WITH 200 SECOND 

HANDICAP!!  
 

MORE KNOCK-DOWN TARGETS 

FOR SASS SHOOTS!!  
 

RO VII CLASSES COMING SOON - 

ONLY $395/CLASS!  
    

     The annual “Free Whiskey 

Sunday” is normally one of the biggest 

events at the town of Chabot.  

Normally hundreds of conwboys, 

gunslingers, and gamblers showed up to 

par-take in the free wheeling drinking.  

This particular Sunday there was a slight 

chance of inclement weather but the 

town fathers were not worried, who 

could resist “Free Whiskey Sunday”?   

     

     As the sun broke over the horizon 

there were dark clouds surrounding the 

town but the cowboys began to ride into 

town, but the number of riders slowed 

down to a trickle - what was problem?  

There was no rain, perfect tempature, 

and open Saloons - how could this be?   

     In other counties there was some 

light spinkles and it appeared that 

numerous “tough” cowboys decided to 

stay in their warm bunks.  So rugged, 

tough, hardy, strong, rowdy, cowboy 

were afraid of a little rain - oh I might 

get wet - my or my - have they become 

girlie cowboys?   

    Well you cares.  It was a very 

good day - NO RAIN.  Fourteen REAL 

cowboy Councilman Billy (no Fat not 

Bruno) showed up shoot the new SASS 

regulation targets.  Set no more than 5 

feet for pistol and 10 feet for rifle, 

everybody cleaned the match.  So the 

cowboys that did not come were not 

going to be upset the REAL shooters 

added there own misses to their scores - 

that’s the cowboy way!!  

     Back on top was Sand Dab Sam 

followed by Salt Pork Steve, Tully Mars, 

Vaca Villian and El Passo Gasso. 

 

TULLY MARS CATCHES WHISKY 

THIEVES!!! 
Stage one  

       Running the sign and buggy 

painting store next to the Shanghai Kid’s 

Billiard Parlor and Gambling Emporium, 

is usually a pretty quiet endeavor.  But 

last Sunday a couple of would-be thieves 

attempted to break into the Saloon and 

make off with the supply of whisky.  

Tully Mars, with his sixguns, rifle and 

shotgun, approached the thieves and 

ordered them to, “cease and desist”, and 

when the robbers drew-down, Tully 

Mars let’em have-it.  With shotgun, 

pistols, rifle and shotgun (again) Tully 

saved the day. 

     In under a minute Tully Mars was 

first followed by Salt Pork, and Sand 

Dab Sam. 

 

ROUGH & READY ROB PUTS ON 

INCREDIBLE DISPLAY OF 

SHOOTING!! 

Stage two  

      Fifteen ruffians stood in the way 

of Rob and the much deserved drink 

waiting for him at Flaco’s Saloon.  

Nothing was going to sway him from his 

path.  Armed with only a shotgun and 

two trusty Colts, Rob politely asked the 

fifteen to step aside.  Then one of the 

banditos went for his gun and Rob let 

loose with shotgun, then both sixguns.  

In less than a one sixth of a minute all of 

the bandits were suffering from lead 

poisoning.   
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This is that fast and furious SASS type 

stages.  Rob was 3rd in 17.58 seconds 

(not bad for 15 shots at one target). First 

was El Passo in 14.38 then Sand Dab 

Sam.  

 
 

IF YOU NEED COWBOY SHOOTING SUPPLIES IN THE SAN MATEO 
AREA LOOK UP FRANK TABOR, A.K.A. I. M. NOBODY OF TABOR GUNS 

415/589-0505 
471 El Cameno Real 

SAN BRUNO  
SPONSOR OF RANGE WAR 95, 96, & 

97. 
 
  

EL PASSO GASSO GIVES UP 

GUNFIGHTING TO FORM 

MARIACHI BAND!!!  

Stage three 

      Known through the west for his 

infamous gang, the El Passo Gasso 

Gang, (after a robbery he would carve 

an “L” in a nearby wall or tree, which 

for years no one understood because he 

used a lower case “l” which looked like 

a one, only when they went to the upper 

case “L” did the name of the gang make 

sense).    

    Never being as successful as other 

gangs, and being musically inclined the 

El Passo discovered that he could make 

money in a Mariachi band (which he did 

between jobs) than at actually risking his 

live robbing banks.  What does this 

have to do with the shoot?? Absolutely 

zero!!   

     Anyway the stage involved 

sixguns, and rifle.  Tully was first in 

under 10 seconds, followed by Cyrus 

Sidewinder and El Passo Gasso.  
 
 

GOLDEN GATE  WESTERN WEAR 

Hey!!, Major DeBacle is the proprietor of the 

fine Western Wear Store, and if He don't have it, 

He can Probably find It.  Located in Pleasant 

Hill and San Pablo. 

SPONSOR OF RANGE WAR 95, 96, & 97. 
10% OFF FOR COWBOY SHOOTERS 

 

  SHANGHAI KID CLEANS UP THE TOWN!! 

Stage four 

    After a long night in the Saloon playing Texas Hold-em 

the Kid was ahead by a pretty large margin.  As the last hand 

was being dealt the table limits were removed so this was all 

or nothing.  Not trusting the players at the table the Kid kept 

a close eye on the deal.  After the betting rounds the Kid 

suspected that seconds were being dealt and when the betting 

between two of the players started to get high.  With the 

betting done the Kid showed to full boat, kings over, and 

appeared to be beat by another boat with aces over.  The 

only problem was with all the hands showing there was too 

many aces.  Drawing his “45" the Kid declared his hand was 

the “power”.  Some confederates of the crocked gamblers 

started to come to the rescue of their covered friends so the 

Kid let’m have it  - with pistol, rifle and shotgun.  When 

the smoke cleared the Kid was indeed the winner.    

     First was Sand Dab folloed by Salt Pork and Tully 

Mars. 

     
IF YOU NEED COWBOY SHOOTING SUPPLIES IN THE SACRAMENTO 

AREA LOOK UP GERRY RENVILLE, OR DICK PRICE, AKA DIRTY DICK, OF 
RANCHO CORDOVA GUNS, 916/635-7214 

1951 ZINFINDAL DRIVE 
RANCHO CORDOVA 

SPONSOR OF RANGE WAR 96 & 97    
  

NILES SAVES DISTILLERY!! 

Stage five 

   Being a part owner in the local beer 

distillery was not a conflict of interest 

according to Niles, even though all the 

other distilleries around town have been 

mysteriously burned to the ground or 

blown up (with no suspects yet).  But 

when a gang of no-good attempted to rob 

Percy’s Finest Brewing Company, 

(owned by Mortimer Pestle, Vaca Villan 

and Bruno Billy) the perpetrators were 

cornered within hours of the robbery, 

and dead eye Niles, dispensed some true 

western sixgun justice.   

      Niles finished seventh in this 

stage, using pistol, rifle and shotgun.  

Vaca Villian was 1st followed by Salt 

Pork, Sand Dab, and Tully Mars. 
 

 

SHOOTS FOR THIS YEAR 

CHABOT 
REGULAR SHOOT DATES: 

Third Sunday of every odd month. 

 

YOLO 

First Sunday of Every 

Month.VERIFY WITH THE 

RIVER CITY 

REGULATORS!!!!!!!! 

HIGH SIERRA SHOOT 

Memorial Day Weekend May  
 

RICHMOND ROUGHRIDERS.  They are SASS 

matches and they are on the following days; the 2nd 

Sunday even months (practice match 2nd Saturday, 

odd months) 

Richmond CA 

 

WELL THAT'S IT UNTIL NEXT 

TIME.. 

"CREDO QUIA ABSURDUM" 
 


